HELPING FARMING COMMUNITIES EARN MORE
WITH SOLAR-POWERED AGRO-PROCESSING
Grant Funding Overview
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NEPAL
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The most beautiful country in the world, with massive natural, historical and cultural beauty. Gifted a lot
by the nature, but also a country where the same nature can be brutal and cruel. Nowhere is the
challenge of responding to the varied impacts of climate change more daunting. The problems of today,

such as drought, forest fires, and flooding, will only be magnified by climate change. In Nepal, changes in
monsoon patterns will greatly exacerbate the situation of unacceptable presence of poverty and
inequalities in the country.
The results are most visible in rural, agricultural areas where crop yields are limited due to lack of
irrigation and agro-processing. The common challenge faced by Nepali farmers is: How will I irrigate my
fields? How much water can I afford? What should I grow? In absence of data, all this is just guesswork,
which makes it next to impossible to access bank financing to fund solutions for improving agricultural
yield and income.

THE PROBLEM
•

7 million Nepali live without access to electricity, mostly in rural, subsistence farming communities;

•

Out of 2.7 million smallholder farmers in Nepal, over 60% rely on subsistence farming, mostly relying on
monsoon for watering their crops;

•

About 5% use diesel or electrical water pumps and even they can’t irrigate adequately due to irregular supply of
grid electricity and high cost of diesel.

GHAM POWER
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Gham Power is a solar company in Nepal whose mission is to transform lives in rural off-grid communities
by using solar power to increase local income. It was founded in 2010 by Sandeep Giri, a veteran
entrepreneur who has launched successful tech companies in San Francisco bay area, last one acquired
by Oracle. Gham started with providing rooftop solar to replace diesel backup systems in Kathmandu, and
Sandeep and his team soon wanted to have a deeper impact in the country and outside the cities. Enter
Anjal Niraula, a renewable energy expert trained in Jacobs University in Germany, and also a Chevening
scholar from University of Edinburgh, who took the helm as the General Manager and started focusing on
providing energy access for rural households and productive use. In total, Gham Power currently employs
30 people.
Gham Power has a dedicated and experienced team of local entrepreneurs, who are all mission driven
and with a strong eye for business opportunities and commerce. It has a board of advisors including

Willem Grimminck from OneToWatch and RockStart Capital, and Daphne Pit from Pit Pure Power.
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OUR INNOVATION- Off Grid Bazaar
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Off Grid Bazaar (OGB) is an interactive online platform to scale the implementation of off-grid
solar-based projects that serve small-holder farmers in rural Nepal, by blending debt and
grants. It lists pre-qualified solar irrigation projects that you can directly fund online and make a
huge impact.

Data driven algorithms- reduces project
development cost
Risk assessment- protects investment
Smart Meter integrated- transparent
monitoring of operational data
Mobile money enabled
Common platform for developers and
investors alike

OPERATIONAL DASHBOARD

GP METER
Our in-house smart meter allows for data
transfer using GSM/GPRS wireless
technology. It can measure environmental
variables like temperature, humidity and soil
moisture.
FEATURES
Has remote storage

Our GP meter captures accurate operational data
like PV current, PV voltage, daily discharge, pump

Real-time monitoring

running frequency, RPM etc. to understand the
usage pattern and state of water pumping system

Multiple sensors

installed at farmer’s site. This data can be remotely
monitored and system can be controlled as
required.

Can be turned off remotely

WHY IS THIS GRANT NEEDED?

INSTALL FIRST BATCH
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DIVERSIFY THE PROJECTS

We aim to install the first 100 solar irrigation

Addition of grants will de-risk the project to

projects with your help, and generate success

increase Gham Power’s decision-making and

based on real operational metrics and

enable the selection of farmers with difference in

repayment data. This will create confidence,

farming techniques, location, socio-economic

reduce perceived risk, and catalyze further

status, etc. which will give broader

private investment for future projects.

understanding of the risks and opportunities.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
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Register

Select

Fund

Transform

Log in or sign up to
Off Grid Bazaar using
your email address or
social media account.

Browse our project
listings, search
project details and
impact metrics, and
select the project/s
that you want to fund.

Enter the amount you
want to contribute as
grant funds.
Checkout with
PayPal or your
Debit/Credit cards.

100% of your
contribution will go to
the farmer. You can
track the progress of
the project in ‘My
investments’ and with
regular email
updates.

REGISTER NOW

